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2/5 Energy - Efficient Barrier
Multifunctional traffic barrier

What was the task for the work you show here?

A contemporary-designed, multifunctional traffic barrier, in addition to its primary role -
reduction of noise pollution for people living near highways - warns drivers of particulary
dangerous road sections by light signals which use the energy of solar panels mounted on the
roads itself. The barrier is also modular which means that it can be tailored to different risky
points on roads.
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3/5 Energy - Efficient Barrier
Multifunctional traffic barrier

What was your unique idea?

Signalization is designed to use colours of different intensity - from orange to red, to warn
drivers when approaching a critical section of the road, allowing them enough time to adapt
their speed to road conditions. In this way, increased safety for drivers and population does not
require higher energy consuption, while the barrier achives significant savings and positive
effects on traffic safety and quality of life of those who spend time on the road and around it.
The barrier is also comple
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4/5 Energy - Efficient Barrier
Multifunctional traffic barrier

Is the work you present here originally and genuine made by you?

Yes, it is.
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5/5 Energy - Efficient Barrier
Multifunctional traffic barrier
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Creative's profile

Fiona Sindjelic
Furniture and interior designer
Belgrade, Serbia

Creative's top 5 skills

Graphic Design, Illustration, Photography, Product Design
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